Abstract—now a day the value of web services are going to increase due to e-commerce. There are many service providers like eBay, Amazon where user need to create their own profile within service provider domain. The profile is stored locally within proprietary personalization architecture at the service provider under his control. There are many advantages and disadvantages of such a system. Replicating the same information of user profile among multiple service providers decreases consistency of user profile and increase storage overhead. Consistency increases by centralizing the information, but there is again issue of privacy and security. User must keep trust on the service providers that their system is safe from hacking. In this survey paper we describe techniques for collecting information about users, representing, locating and building user profiles in personalized architecture by eliminate the issue of privacy, inconsistency and integrity. All this things are done by keeping the full profile of the user within user domain is considered here. This paper will make an extensive review of profile translation architecture by separating user profile with structure profile. This concept is especially interesting for future mobile applications.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The growth of the Web services today is simply phenomenal. It continues to grow rapidly and new technologies, applications are being developed to support end users modern life. The Internet has enabled and accelerated new forms of human interactions through instant messaging, Internet forums and social networking. Online shopping has boomed both for major retail outlets and small artisans and traders. Benefits of ecommerce are overwhelmingly varied and the intensity of internet usability has meant that information sharing is greatly achievable. Profile act as a cornerstone for web services. There are many service providers like eBay, Amazon where user need to create their own profile by submitting their personal information. This profile is stored locally within proprietary personalization architecture at the service provider under his control. User must keep trust on the service providers that their system is safe from hacking. Replicating the same information of user profile across multiple service providers decreases consistency of user profile. In this paper we focus on the point of profile storage location, user profile personalized architecture and security provide to the profile are consider.[1][6][7]

Personalization architecture increases the value of web services and has many benefits for user as well as service provider. The benefits for users are:

- A better user experience in a different range of situations.
- Profile data will only need to be defined once. Users will not have to re-enter their information each time they acquire new services and devices.
- Satisfied customers’ needs that will cause to better user loyalty.
- Require less service development time.
- Larger user segments reached more easily and quickly.

II. PERSONALIZATION

In general personalization is a process of tailoring pages to individual user’s characteristics and preferences. It collects behaviour of individual users and helps it for future recommendation system. There are three categories of personalization:

- Profile based personalization.
- Behaviour based personalization
- Collaboration based personalization.

The technology used in personalization includes collaborating filtering, user profiling and data analysis. In collaborating filtering, filter is applied for selecting relevant data which can be used in specific e-commerce experience of a customer. User profiling uses data collected from different sites and create personalized web page which can be used to predict future interaction by data analysis tools. The heart of personalization architecture is user profile.[6][9].

III. CREATING USER PROFILE

User Profile is nothing but a formal summary or analysis of user information which representing distinctive feature or characteristics about user. This information is accessed by key value pair. Profiles contain Meta information (i.e. data about data) to augment information. Such Meta information could be used to assess the user information [1].

The information collected either by implicitly or explicitly. Implicit collection of information contains many techniques like through Browser Cache, Proxy Servers, Browser Agents, Desktop Agents, Web Logs, and Search Logs. Many personalization architecture use browser agent base technique because agent place within user desktop computer. It also gives fewer burdens on the user, and it
automatically updates as the user interacts with the system. Profile constructed manually by user or expert or it will construct automatically. Some approaches use genetic algorithms or neural networks to learn the profiles [2].

IV. CREATING USER PROFILE

There are three common ways for storing and managing user information in personalized system. Server based architecture where user profile both stored and managed at server. This system is also called as centralized system. The need of centralized system is to identify the user for correct information. There is no need of user profiles to transit through the network but there is issue of security and privacy.

In cookie based architecture, user profile stores on the client side and manages them on server side. The main advantage of such architecture is the distributed nature of the storage, which frees the service provider from supplying software and disk space for the database, but the transmission of the user profile between its storage location and the management location increases the response delay.

Last is client based architecture where user profile manages and stores on the client side, such a system is also called as client-server architecture. For managing the information of user profile there is user profile management agent. Agent is responsible for managing and storing the user profiles as well as providing personalization support to Web applications [7] also we can create middleware for secure management [8].

V. RELATED WORK

Traditionally there are many systems where user profile stored at different service providers under their control. This causes security issue. In the paper “Client –Side Profile Storage: a means to put the user in control” author gives the solution for security issue. They propose a distributed client side profile architecture to personalization. They consider that data should be stored locally within user domain, permitting personalized actions even if the device is not connected to a network. This client side user profile breaks into number of parts. These parts of the profile is distributed, replicated and kept consistent on user devices. Thus the user can access any profile data from any device in a trusted way. Device should manage all the profile information but such system contains some disadvantages that, if someone want to change any data of a profile then they have to make sure that changes should be occurred across all the replicated parts which contain those data[7].

In the paper “Architecture for profile translation” authors combine both technique i.e. centralizing and client base architecture for increasing the consistency and illuminating the security issue. Technically they separate user information into user profile and profile structure (view). User profile keep within user domain and profile structure keep centrally i.e. towards service provider. The different profile structures would require for different, independent profiles. The transparent linkage between structure and information created which will be free of context and semantics [1].

VI. PROPOSED SYSTEM

In the proposed system architecture, user first have to register himself in to the main profile by filling detail personal information like name, address, mobile number, bank detail, educational detail etc and generate one Id and password. At the time of login into web service site user have to enter this Id and password. If both the entered things will be correct then one OTP send to the user mobile. The service provider can read the main profile data only after entering the OTP into server login site by the user.

VII. GOAL

The goals of the propose system architecture is:
- To develop unique profile to access multiple accounts. So user has unique id and password to access his unique profile. Central database is the important part of the system.
- To achieve the flexibility in accessing the different account using Unique profile which can provide the different option like Update etc.
- If anything update in central database, it reflects on all other account. Providing single interface for multiple account.

VIII. SCOPE

This architecture is applicable where single organisations has multiple offices located at different cities and have different account with same information. So these information is redundant to everywhere which lead to wastage of memory to avoid these drawback of existing system the new developing profile translation architecture using enhance security is developed. It helps to manage multiple accounts using single main account. This system is also useful for future mobile architecture.

IX. ASSUMPTIONS AND DEPENDENCIES

Assumption for web application is that user has access to multiple accounts through unique profile. this system provide enhance security using OTP, so user is more secure.

The dependency is depending on list of account displayed to the user, the user will decide which account to use
**X. CONCLUSIONS**

For using any web service user first need to create their own profile by submitting personal data. Traditionally there are many systems where user profile stored at different service providers under their control. This causes many issues like security, inconsistency of user data, wastage of memory due to storing similar data across many sites etc. These issues can be eliminated by centralizing profile architecture. Personalization plays important role in centralized profile. The main aspect of the proposed system is to make the unique profile to access user multiple accounts. The system is design in order to make a centralised database to reduce the complexity of database. It will helps user to work conveniently with different account by using single profile. And the user will more secured due to the OTP which he has entered while login.
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